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Deutsche Telekom’s T-Mobile launches an  
‘a la carte’ mobile internet model in Hungary 
 
Rewheel/Digital Fuel Monitor public research note, 6

th
 October 2014 

In this public research note we present the latest net neutrality violations in Hungary, examine the adverse structural 

impacts that such ‘a la carte’ models pose to mobile internet access and conclude by highlighting the need for erecting a 

‘Chinese spectrum wall’ between internet access over licensed mobile spectrum and discriminatory proprietary telco 

services (‘Specialized Services’). 

 

 In T-Mobile’s ‘a la carte’ mobile internet model consumers pay a separate fee for accessing different parts of the 

open internet and T-Mobile’s own TV and film services. The usage of the ‘a la carte’ thematic packages is not 

counted against the normal mobile internet usage allowance; it is zero-rated 

 During the Q2-Q3 2014 the model of zero-rated telco music, video and cloud applications has gone main 

stream in Europe – DFMonitor has registered close to one hundred of such ‘a la carte’ applications, mainly 

unlimited video and cloud connectivity (a comprehensive list of all zero-rated apps in EU28 and OECD countries 

will be published in the upcoming November premium release of DFMonitor) 

 Zero-rating bandwidth intensive apps like mobile TV is a hard discrimination similar to blocking 

 By over restricting the volume caps of mobile internet access while zero-rating traffic heavy own applications 

such as mobile TV and movie streaming mobile operators are diverting licensed public spectrum capacity away 

from open internet access 

 Specialized services should be primarily provisioned over new dedicated frequency bands 

 Telcos could offer high grade connectivity for ‘mission critical’ applications such as e-health and self driving cars 

with other robust technical solutions which are not application/content discriminatory and do not undermine the 

open internet 
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On the 1
st
 of October 2014 T-Mobile (Deutsche Telekom) introduced

1
 ‘a la carte’ smartphone tariff add-ons in Hungary. T-

Mobile’s new ‘a la carte’ smartphone tariff add-on concept is presented in Exhibit 1 below. 

Exhibit 1: T-Mobile Hungary new ‘a la carte’ smartphone tariff add-ons introduced on 1
st

 of October 2014  

 

Source: Rewheel/Digital Fuel Monitor analysis 

The add-ons called “Korlátlan tematikus adatopciók” (“Unlimited thematic data options”) furnish smartphone tariff plan 

users, for a relatively low flat monthly fee, with unlimited volume (zero-rated traffic) for selected social media portals (e.g. 

Facebook), email and browsing. More importantly, smartphone tariff plan users can get unlimited 24/7 access to Deutsche 

Telekom’s walled garden GO TV platform where they can watch unlimited volume (zero-rated traffic) broadcasted TV 

channels for as low as €2 per month and stream movies from the film store. 

 

Rewheel examined in detail the discriminatory nature and potential harmful effects on consumers of telcos’ zero-rated 

mobile TV services in its September 2014 premium research note titled “The consolidated Austrian mobile market in Q3 

2014”
2
. In Austria all three mobile operators (Telekom Austria, T-Mobile and Hutchison Three), which collectively control 

over 90% of the consolidated mobile internet access market, have launched zero-rated mobile TV and film streaming apps 

for flat fees of few Euros per month. 

 

  

                                                                        
1
 http://www.t-mobile.hu/lakossagi/mobil_szelessav/tarifak/korlatlan_adatopciok 

2
 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/2014_sept_premium_austria/ 
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Gigabyte allowances of open mobile internet smartphone plans are restrictive & overpriced in Hungary  

Hungarian mobile operators have been collectively restricting the open internet Gigabyte allowance in affordable 

smartphone tariff plans, see Exhibit 2 below. 

Exhibit 2: Rewheel’s first benchmark of EU27 smartphone plans, December 2012: Hungary was among the most 

expensive markets already back then 

 

 

 

Source: Rewheel EU27 smartphone tariff competitiveness report - December 2012 http://dfmonitor.eu/insights/2013_jan_premium_EU27_benchmark/  
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While in many competitive European markets - like the UK - consumers get an accommodative 5-10 Gigabyte allowance 

when spending €35 per month in smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes and SMS, in Hungary consumers get 0.5 

Gigabyte. In the UK consumers could purchase unlimited minute and SMS smartphone tariff plans with 1-2 Gigabytes for 

€13. Moreover, all three Hungarian operators block VoIP (e.g. Skype) in the more affordable (€10-€25) smartphone price 

plans that do not include unlimited minutes and SMS.  

 

Before T-Mobile introduced the new ‘a la carte’ smartphone tariff add-ons on the 1
st
 of October 2014 its customers used to 

have the possibility to purchase additional one-off Gigabytes in the event they depleted their monthly allowance. On the 1
st
 

of October 2014 T-Mobile discontinued
3
 those one-off add-ons smartphone plans. Quite telling! Now T-Mobile customers 

are left with two options when they deplete their restrictive 500 MB allowance: activate a monthly rolling add-on with higher 

(1-5) Gigabyte allowance or sign up to the internet ‘a la carte’ add-ons and get unlimited volume. Will in few months T-

Mobile leave its smartphone customers with no other option beside the ‘a la carte’ internet add-ons by discontinuing the 

monthly rolling data add-ons?  

      

While restricting access to the open internet, T-Mobile zero-rates its own mobile TV and film streaming 

application 

T-Mobile in Hungary while restricting and overpricing open mobile internet usage offers to its customers zero-rated access 

(unlimited viewing time and unlimited volume) to Deutsche Telekom’s fixed-line IPTV content platform (linear TV channel 

packages and video-on-demand on-line movie store). For example T-Mobile’s smartphone customers could, for as low as 

€2 per month, get access to unlimited streaming of 4 local TV channels. One hour of standard definition TV streaming 

typically consumes one Gigabyte while one hour of high definition (HD) video streaming typically consumes three 

Gigabytes. So a T-Mobile smartphone customer could watch one hour per day of HD TV on its smartphone on Deutsche 

Telekom’s walled garden platform for €2 a month and consume a staggering 90 Gigabytes without depleting his 500 

Megabyte open internet allowance. The 500 Megabyte open internet allowance will be depleted on the blink of an eye (in 

just 10 minutes) if the consumer attempts to stream HD video from e.g. YouTube, Vimeo or Netflix. 

 

T-Mobile’s a la carte’ internet add-ons give discriminatory access to selected parts of the open internet. T-Mobile states 

that the following social media and content types are included in the package: “Text-voice and visual content from 

Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, MySpace, Snap Chat, Twitter, Tumblr, Badoo, Foursquare, Pinterest”. Furthermore, T-

Mobile zero-rates (up to 500 Megabyte) access to Spotify Premium for a flat monthly fee of €5. 

 

Further context for the Hungarian telecom market and the zero-rating debate in Europe and US 

Deutsche Telekom is the dominant incumbent fixed-line (Cable TV, IPTV, fixed-line broadband) operator in Hungary. Its 

mobile arm T-Mobile is the leading mobile operator in Hungary with over 40% market share. Deutsche Telekom is the 

owner of the most visited news and on-line video news portal (Origo) in Hungary. T-Mobile competes with Telenor and 

Vodafone in the Hungarian mobile market. As stated above all three Hungarian operators block VoIP (e.g. Skype) in the 

more affordable (€10-€25) smartphone price plans that do not include unlimited minutes and SMS. And all three price the 

entry level (500 Megabyte) smartphone tariff plans that include unlimited minutes between €32 and €35. T-Mobile sells it at 

HUF 10 990 while Telenor and Vodafone at HUF 9 990. According to DFMonitor data smartphone mobile internet Gigabyte 

prices in Hungary are among the highest
4
 in EU28 while data population penetration in Hungary is the lowest in the EU28 

and among the lowest in OECD
5
 

                                                                        

3
 http://www.telekom.hu/static/sw/download/20141001_2m_Havidijas_Dijszabas.pdf See 2.5.2.4 on Page 28 

4
 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/HU/ 

5
 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/HU/ 
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The Deutsche Telekom group is no stranger to regulatory scrutiny regarding its discriminatory and potential harmful zero-

rating practices. The German telecom regulator, Bundesnetzagentur investigated in 2013 the legality of Deutsche Telekom 

announced plans
6
 to cap the fixed-line broadband volume allowance in Germany while exempting (zero-rating) from the 

cap its own IPTV service. Bundesnetzagentur, also looked in T-Mobile’s mobile zero-rated apps and asserted that zero-

rating internet applications such as Spotify infringes
7
 net neutrality. Most recently the US Federal Communication 

Commission (FCC) has also questioned the discriminatory and potential harmful nature of zero-rated apps and content 

over mobile networks. 

 

More details regarding FCC’s, European Commission’s (written response to a Rewheel inquire) and European Parliament 

position on the discriminatory and potentially harmful nature of zero-rating can be found in the DFMonitor research note 

titled “US and EU legislators question zero-rating”
8
. 

 

Telco own zero-rated mobile TV/film streaming apps and cloud services are becoming main stream in 

Europe  

European mobile operators launched in 2014 close to one hundred zero-rated (unlimited volume) TV, video-on-demand, 

music streaming and cloud storage apps in 20 European markets. Digital Fuel Monitor will publish in November 2014 a 

comprehensive list of all the zero-rated apps offered by all mobile operators in EU28 and OECD countries. The detailed list 

will be available to DFMonitor subscribers. Many of these zero-rated apps are telcos’ own developed  alternatives aimed at 

competing directly with popular Over The Top (OTT) internet applications such as Netflix film streaming, Soundcloud music 

streaming and Dropbox cloud storage.  

 

European telecom operators for years have been asking their regulators to ‘level the playing field’. They argued that 

licensed operators are subject to strict regulations while OTT internet application providers (Google, Facebook, Microsoft’s 

Skype etc.) are left unchecked to ride free over their network investments. Telecom operators frustrated with the regulatory 

inaction, inaction which is prudent in our view, decided to take matters into their own hands. By zero-rating their bandwidth 

intensive TV, film, music streaming and cloud storage applications mobile operators aim to; 

 ‘level the playing field’ by favouring their own internet video streaming and cloud storage applications 

 put all other competitors at a competitive disadvantage (e.g. consumers have to pay hundreds of Euros to use 

Netflix or YouTube over the open internet plans) 

 limit consumer choice (which is causing consumer harm); essentially make the use of competing apps 

economically unviable through punitive open mobile internet Gigabyte charges 

 become the de facto gatekeepers of the digital internet economy i.e. internet media and cloud offer over fixed 

broadband cables and mobile broadband frequencies 

 establish a 2-sided business model whereby internet traffic heavy weights such as Netflix and Google’s YouTube 

‘share the network investments’ with ‘pay-to-play’ or ‘pay-to-be-zero-rated’ fees 

 grab a significant share of the media and cloud business retail revenue 

Netflix paying for telecom network capacity expansion investments is as absurd as Sanyo, because of its air 

conditioners, would be paying for electricity grid capacity expansions. Consumers that have purchased Sanyo air 

                                                                        
6
 https://gigaom.com/2013/04/25/deutsche-telekoms-anti-net-neutrality-plans-alarm-german-government/ 

7
 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/2014_sept_premium_germany_zerorating/ 

8
 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/2014_sept_premium_fcc_eu_zero-rating/ 
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conditioners (Netflix subscriptions) and consume many kWh (Gigabytes) should pay for any necessary network capacity 

expansions though metered access fees €/kWh (€/Gigabyte).   

 

Rewheel introduced this air conditioner analogy in Spring 2014. Most recently Brad Burnham the managing partner of 

Union Square Ventures, a VC based in New York City when testifying on net neutrality in a judiciary committee SH-216 in 

Washington DC on October the 17
th

 of September 2014 used a similar analogy. He stated
9
 “...but ask yourself how 

comfortable would you be investing in a company creating a new air conditioner if the company that deliver power to that 

device could single it out and throttled its power during busy periods while delivering full power to their own air conditioners 

or what if the power company zero-rated their air conditioners powering them for free. It seems obvious that allowing 

electric utilities to discriminate between different applications technically or financially will distort the market for 

applications. The companies that provide access to the internet are asking to be able to do just these things. Lobbyists for 

cable and telco companies jump on this analogy to suggest that advocates for the open internet are buzzy headed liberals 

who wants the internet regulated as a public utility. This is cynical but effective misdirection. I am a capitalist. I believe in 

markets. If anything like many investors I lean libertarian. I am not suggesting the internet should be regulated. I am 

suggesting that telecommunications networks we used to get to the internet not be allowed to exploit that bottleneck 

position to distort the market for internet applications. This is not some dangerous new government intervention into a free 

market. We have always recognised that telecommunication services were essential services because they are the 

connected tissue of our entire economy. In fact until 2004 there was no question that internet access was a 

telecommunication service. There was only then when cable companies convinced the FCC to treat the FCC as an 

information service. That was a fiction then and it is still a fiction. How many of us use our cable of telephone companies 

for anything other than access to the internet... I understand why cable and telecom companies would like to change that. I 

understand why it is in their business interest to leverage their ability to control access to consumers to advantage their 

own applications or to get paid to advantage other provider applications. I don’t understand why anyone other than the 

access providers or the shareholders of the access providers will think this is a good idea.”   

 

  

                                                                        
9
 http://avc.com/2014/10/video-of-the-weekend-brad-burnhams-testimony-on-net-neutrality/ 
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Zero-rating, specialized services and wireless capacity spectrum allocation to open internet access   

In Exhibit 3 below the zero-rating price discrimination is illustrated together with the two other commonly known technical 

discriminations; the hard application/content blocking discrimination and the soft speed/QoS prioritization discrimination.   

Exhibit 3: Zero-rating: a new dimension to wireless net neutrality  

 

Source: Rewheel/Digital Fuel Monitor analysis 

The European Parliament recognized that specialized services could be misused by telecom operators to foreclose third 

party applications and services already widely available over the open internet. Therefore in its first reading it adopted 

amendments that would prevent operators deploying specialized services to the detriment of open internet access. The 

European Parliament first reading adopted amendments that left no room for interpretation “Specialized services can only 

be offered if the network capacity is sufficient to provide them in addition to internet access services and they are not to the 

detriment of the availability or quality of internet access services. Providers of internet access to end-users shall not 

discriminate between functionally equivalent services and applications.”  A comprehensive analysis of the European 

Parliament’s and European Commission’s positions can be found at DFMonitor’s research note titled “US and EU 

legislators question zero-rating”
10

. 

 

However, what if demand for open mobile internet access is artificially squashed through collective overpricing of 

Gigabytes in protected and consolidated mobile markets? Overwhelming evidences in DFMonitor suggest that Gigabytes 

are overpriced in many European markets like Hungary where 3 friendly mobile operators control the mobile access 

                                                                        
10

 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/2014_sept_premium_fcc_eu_zero-rating/ 
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market. Gigabytes are 50 times more expensive
11

 in Hungary and Germany and usage (mobile data consumption per 

capita) 10 times lower
12

. As we shown in our September 2014 premium research note titled “The consolidated Austrian 

mobile market in Q3 2014”
13

 4 to 3 consolidation in mobile market has made things worse; open mobile internet prices 

have almost double and licensed public spectrum is being diverted to operator zero-rated specialized mobile TV and film 

streaming services.     

 

Zero-rating is a blunt price discrimination that allows vertically integrated mobile operator online media content and 

services providers to divert significant amount of capacity of licensed public radio spectrum resources away from the 

provision of internet access (retailing commoditised gigabytes) and towards the provision of their own internet applications 

and services or specialized communications services (retailing high value services).  

Exhibit 4: Zero-rating over wireless networks boils down to a spectrum capacity allocation issue  

 

Source: Rewheel/Digital Fuel Monitor analysis 

The most effective way of guaranteeing that telecom operators do not use specialized services to foreclose internet access 

is to build a ‘Chinese spectrum wall’ between such services and internet access. Specialized services should be primarily 

provisioned over new dedicated frequency bands. If such new bands are not immediately available specialized services 

could temporarily be deployed under strict conditions over limited dedicated blocks of the currently assigned mobile 

licensed bands. Deploying specialized services over dedicated frequency bands, beside ensuring that such services are 

not used to the detriment of internet access by existing providers of internet access, will lower the barriers of entry 

(significantly lower spectrum fees) and help new specialized services operator entrants to initially focus their limited 

resources on innovation, proof of concept and business model viability. 

The zero-rated (discriminated) TV, video streaming, music streaming and cloud services launched by telcos in 2014 have 

no special nature. They are normal internet applications and services whereby consumers get access either through 

registering in an internet site or through a smartphone/tablet application. So telcos want the best of both words; Access to 

the internet’s world-wide marketing, distribution and terminal economies-of-scale platforms and the ability to label their 

applications as specialized (free to discriminate) IP services that run over the same licensed mobile spectrum. 

                                                                        
11

 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/ 

12
 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/ 

13
 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/2014_sept_premium_austria/ 
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Telcos could offer high grade connectivity for ‘mission critical’ applications such as e-health and self 

driving cars with other robust technical solutions which are not application/content discriminatory and 

do not undermine the open internet 

Net neutrality opponents routinely argue that without Specialised Services it would be impossible to provide the required 

high level of reliability, throughput and low latency over the open mobile internet to ‘mission critical’ health care, driver less 

car, smart grid, etc services. But is this really the case?  

Internet access providers, even under the most orthodox definitions of net neutrality, are free to offer different quality of 

service (e.g. speeds, priority in case of congestion) or different prices (e.g. speeds, Gigabyte volumes) to the end users.  

On the other side, net neutrality activists often polarize the debate by using the popular slogan “all bits are created and 

must be treated equal”. This is not the case either. Under current widely accepted rules of end-user discrimination the bits 

belonging to a user that has subscribed to a 10 Mbit/s connection will clearly get “better” treatment by the air interface 

scheduler of a cellular base station than the bits of a user that subscribed only to a 1 Mbit/s connection. The bits belonging 

to the former user will be scheduled and transmitted ten times more frequently than the bits belonging to the latter. 

Likewise, the scheduling frequency of the bits belonging to a user that has already reached its monthly volume cap and is 

therefore “throttled” to e.g. 32 Kbit/s will be dramatically reduced compared to the bits of users who have not yet depleted 

their volume allowances. Moreover, bits belonging to a user that paid for a ‘high priority’ plan, e.g. some Vodafone Red 

plans may receive priority, under certain circumstances, over the bits belonging to users on ‘normal priority’ plans. 

Another fallacy propagated by many industry lobbyists is that if we adopt “strict net neutrality rules” i.e. banning 

application/content/device technical or price discrimination wireless operators would lose the flexibility to maximise 

spectrum efficiency and manage the performance of their networks in times of congestion by means of differentiated QoS. 

Again this is not the case. Differentiated QoS at the end user level and other more evenly balanced (heavy users pay 

more) and transparent commercial pricing models (e.g. metered Gigabyte pricing) which are as effective will continue to be 

at the operators’ disposal even after we were to adopt strict net neutrality rules.  

“Strict net neutrality rules” will prevent operators to use differentiated QoS (e.g. fast lanes or priority) or 

differentiated pricing (zero-rating) to favour their own or their paying commercial partner’s applications 

exclusively. “Strict net neutrality rules” would NOT and should NOT however prevent to offer differentiated QoS 

or differentiated pricing to the end users in an application agnostic way. 

What would all these mean for e-health services and driver less cars in practice? 

Health care devices could be equipped with dedicated SIMs provisioned with high QoS profiles (high priority, high data 

rate, low latency, etc). The owner of the devices or possibly the supplier/operator of those devices would then have to pay 

a premium rate for the premium QoS connectivity of such specialized services SIMs. 

If it makes more sense to deliver ‘mission critical’ specialized services on the same device that is used for internet access 

(e.g. smartphones) the above mentioned dedicated SIM solution would not be very practical. For such services special, 

high QoS connections could be provided on a dynamic manner. The operator could provision dynamically the end user 

device, for an extra fee, with a special QoS connection. For example when the end user launches the health care 

specialized service application, provided by the operator or any third party, the smartphone device could automatically 

request, subject to an existing commercial agreement or one-off consent for additional fees, the network (via the operator’s 

open API) to temporarily upgrade the connection’s QoS parameters and charging profile. All these could be done 

seamlessly in a entirely application agnostic way. In Exhibit 5 below the vertically integrated telco favoured model is 

illustrated together with the open, application agnostic non-discriminatory access model that fosters a genuine competitive 

innovation model.    
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Exhibit 5: Who gets access to the differentiated QoS and charging profiles? Vertical integration versus open, 

application agnostic non-discriminatory access  

 

Source: Rewheel/Digital Fuel Monitor analysis 

Bottom line: keeping the network and application layers separate from each others, in other words, keeping the 

network layer fully application agnostic is the best way to foster an open, competitive, innovative ecosystem for 

‘mission critical’ health, car and other specialized services, while allowing full flexibility to mobile operators to 

deploy the most innovative performance management and QoS differentiation techniques. 
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